PREFERRED ALTERNATES - PHASE III

- 32 GATES
- ADG IV TAXILANES (2-WAY BETWEEN PIERS)
- RON/DEICE SPOTS ON SOUTH & NORTH
- CONCOURSE B REPLACED WITH NEW PIER
- SOUTH APRON EXTENDS TO KEEP RON/DEICE

NEW 11-GATE CONCOURSE

NEW 10-GATE CONCOURSE

NEW 11-GATE CONCOURSE

RON / DEICE

BELLY CARGO

ADG IV

ADG IV

ADG IV

NEW ARRIVALS ACCESS TO BAG CLAIM

ADMIN (LEV 3)

POTENTIAL TERMINAL EXPANSION

RENTAL READY (ABOVE)

QTA

DROP-OFF

LEV 2&3 ADDITION

EXISTING TERMINAL

EXISTING PARKING STRUCTURE

POTENTIAL SSQP EXPANSION

Figure A
Terminal & Landside Development Alternative
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